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Start with respect
York Chow says diverse views over issues of gender, sexual
orientation and the law need to be fully discussed in public
in order to help overcome stereotyping and discrimination

uals are also someone’s family members.
They are someone’s sons, daughters,
brothers, sisters, mothers or fathers. These
families should also have the community’s
support, and we must not neglect their
voices and their rights.
Another common concern is that the
legislation would result in “reverse discrimination”, whereby freedom of expression and religion would be unreasonably

Everyone, irrespective
of their religious views,
deserves the freedom
to live and love without
being stigmatised
curbed or result in legal liabilities. Many of
the concerns may stem from people’s
reluctance to change their discriminatory
attitude and behaviour. We need to eliminate misunderstanding and misinformation about the impact of such a law.
For instance, it is necessary to distinguish between private and public activities. In overseas examples where such
legislation exists, private activities such as
one’s own beliefs or parental guidance fall
outside the coverage of the law.

Paul Stapleton says his composting
experiment may not be practical for
most in Hong Kong, but that doesn’t
mean they won’t do their bit to recycle

F

ments to change one’s sexual orientation
remain unsupported by scientific evidence, a position shared by many international professional bodies in the fields of
psychiatry and psychology, including the
Hong Kong College of Psychiatrists.
A number of lesbian, gay and bisexual
individuals have told me that they face immense pressure from their own families to
change their sexual orientation, including
demands to undergo such therapies to
“cure” them. This may hurt more than
help. As Britain’s Royal College of Psychiatrists noted in their submission to the
Church of England’s Listening Exercise on
Human Sexuality in 2007: “There is now a
large body of research evidence that indicates that being gay, lesbian or bisexual is
compatible with normal mental health
and social adjustment.”
Moreover, as the college declared in its
2010 position statement: “So-called treatments of homosexuality create a setting in
which prejudice and discrimination flourish.” All service providers and mental
health specialists should adhere to their
professional standards and guidelines.
Above all, do no harm.
We need more public dialogue and
deeper understanding on this issue. A
respectful discussion would dispel
stereotypes and encourage empathy. Isn’t
it time to start?

or the past four years, I have been conducting
my own little experiment in Hong Kong. I have
not thrown away any of my food waste into the
garbage containers supplied by the management of
the building where I live. Instead, each day my
partner and I collect fruit and vegetable peels and
food leftovers and dump it all into a specially
designed bucket that we keep on our small balcony.
After about two weeks, we scoop the resulting
compost out and take it to our small plot where it
fertilises our vegetables.
If everyone could be persuaded to compost in a
similar fashion, this simple daily chore would be a
sure-fire way to solve Hong Kong’s waste
management problem that has been in the news. By
my own calculation, we contribute about 1kg a day in
food waste to our compost. In other words, over four
years, we have taken well over a tonne of waste out of
the system, and also produced some mighty fine
lettuce in our garden. If each person in Hong Kong
did likewise, each year, hundreds of thousands of
tonnes of organic waste, by some estimates, 44 per
cent of the total waste, would be removed from the
system. Our waste management crisis would be
solved, or at least pushed into the future.
If only it were so simple.
In fact, the composting process is a lot more
troublesome than it first appears. First, there is the
requirement of a balcony, without which the process
would be unworkable, and here is where a few details
of basic chemistry are required. As the leftovers rot,
they give off a pretty intense odour. Composting
indoors would make one’s flat uninhabitable because
rotting organic matter needs oxygen in order to fully
ripen. This means it needs a daily stirring, which also
means opening the lid to release the odour.
Another characteristic of rotting food waste is that
a particularly vile-smelling liquid is produced. This
needs to be drained off, which I do daily into bottles
that I also take to my garden. Then there is also the
matter of insects. Although I live on the 22nd floor,
flies are attracted when I do my daily stirring, and as I
found out, some of them are females. The result can
be a swarming mass of maggots a few days later.
Thus, personal waste management is more
challenging than it may first appear. Not everyone
has a balcony and garden, let alone the knowledge,
time, and most importantly, the inclination to
manage their own waste. Still, our government has
been slow on the uptake. Some cities in North
America now collect food waste and do the
composting at collection sites. Toronto, for example,
which like Hong Kong has capacity problems, has
succeeded in making significant reductions in waste
going to landfills via its “green bin” programme. And
much of that city’s organic waste comes from
residents in apartment blocks.
In essence, our waste management problem in
Hong Kong requires government initiative and
leadership. My tiny contribution is neither practical
nor realistic for Hong Kong, but I believe most people
would be willing to take small steps to separate their
trash in the spirit of community involvement. It is not
so much a question of finding the physical space for
our trash; it’s more a question of changing our mental
space and behaviour.
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ince assuming my position in
April, I have met over 130 different stakeholder groups from various fields to listen to divergent
views. A number expressed concern about the possibility of legislation
being brought in to protect people against
discrimination due to their sexual orientation and gender identity.
Three things have become increasingly
clear: first; lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) individuals and their families do currently face enormous hardship.
Second; the government must put in place
policies and laws to protect these minority
groups from discrimination. Third; the
proposed legislation would neither
destroy “family values” and freedom
of speech nor would it lead to reverse
discrimination.
There is plenty of evidence that sexual
minorities in Hong Kong still face discrimination and harassment in employment or
education. A study last year by the nongovernmental organisation Community
Business found that the majority (79 per
cent) of the working population surveyed
think LGBT individuals face discrimination or negative treatment. A 2009 survey
by the Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs Association of
Hong Kong suggested that 53 per cent of
lesbian, gay and bisexual student respondents have faced discrimination, including bullying.
The present situation necessitates support for legally protecting this population.
Irrespective of one’s personal views, the
right to non-discrimination in public is an
irrefutable right of all humans.
Yet many LGBT individuals still struggle to access this right, fearing, not without
reason, that they will lose their job or face
harassment if they disclose their sexual
orientation or begin to transition to their
identified gender. Cultural discrimination
against LGBT individuals has been propagated for centuries by different religious
factions.
While we have seen some progressive
guidance, it is time all religious leaders began approaching this issue with objectivity
and universal compassion. Everyone, irrespective of their religious views, deserves
the freedom to live and love without being
stigmatised.
Some have argued that the proposed
anti-discrimination legislation would destroy family values in Hong Kong. In my
view, each family has their own private
definitions of family values, which may differ from one to another. What matters is
our collective stance and related government policies on public activities. When
we talk about families and family values,
we need to remember that LGBT individ-

War on waste

One may still privately hold a belief as
long as one does not act on it publicly in a
way that would be discriminatory. Antidiscrimination legislation would level the
playing field for all, irrespective of their
sexual orientation or gender identity. It
would neither entail “special treatment”
for the LGBT population nor aim at changing personal values. In short, a balanced
approach is possible.
Internationally, the rights to freedom of
expression and religion can be reasonably
limited to protect the rights of others from
discrimination or other abuse.
Many jurisdictions have placed limits
on freedom of expression in the interest of
social cohesion and prevention of harm,
such as banning speech which incites
hatred or violence. Such provisions
already exist in Hong Kong to protect
everyone against vilification on the basis of
race or disability.
Various groups have passionately expressed their views on the question of
whether one’s sexual orientation is inborn
or acquired. Some hold the belief that if
sexual orientation is acquired, it can be
“fixed”. But this misses the mark.
Many inborn conditions are treatable,
and many acquired ones are not. Whatever one’s belief on the origin of sexual
orientation, homosexuality is not, and
should not be viewed as, a treatable condition as is claimed by proponents of
“affirmative/reparative therapy”. The
effectiveness and benefits of such treat-

Asset prices may bear brunt of US and
China’s new monetary policy mindset

Time to pour cold water on
the talk of ‘hot money’ ﬂows

Stephen Roach says market excesses could still plunge the global economy into another crisis

Joe Zhang says effect of speculators’ cash on China’s economy is negligible
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t was never going to be easy,
but central banks in the
world’s two largest
economies – the United States
and China – finally appear to be
embarking on a path to policy
normalisation. Addicted to an
open-ended strain of über
monetary accommodation
established during the 20082009 crisis, financial markets are
now gasping for breath.
Ironically, the fallout on real
economies is likely to be muted.
The US Federal Reserve and
People’s Bank of China are on
the same path, but for very
different reasons. For Fed
chairman Ben Bernanke and his
colleagues, there seems to be a
growing sense that the
economic emergency has
passed, implying that
extraordinary action – namely, a
zero-interest-rate policy and a
near-quadrupling of its balance
sheet – is no longer appropriate.
Conversely, the People’s Bank is
engaged in a more pre-emptive
strike – attempting to ensure
stability by reducing the excess
leverage that has long
underpinned the real side of an
increasingly credit-dependent
Chinese economy.
Both actions are correct and
long overdue. While the Fed’s
first round of quantitative easing
helped to end the financialmarket turmoil, two subsequent
rounds have done little to
alleviate the lingering pressure
on overextended US consumers.
Inflation-adjusted consumer
demand has remained stuck on
an anaemic 0.9 per cent
annualised growth trajectory
since early 2008, keeping the US
economy mired in a decidedly

subpar recovery. Unable to
facilitate balance-sheet repair or
stimulate real economic activity,
quantitative easing has, instead,
become a dangerous source of
instability in global financial
markets.
With the drip-feed of
quantitative-easing-induced
liquidity now at risk, the recent
spasms in markets leave little
doubt about the growing
dangers of speculative excesses.
Fortunately, the Fed is facing up
to the downside of its grandiose

Breaking bad
habits is hardly
a painless
experience for
liquidity-addicted
investors
experiment. Recent
developments in China tell a
different story – but one with
equally powerful implications.
There, credit tightening reflects
an important shift in the basic
thrust of the state’s economic
policies. China’s new leadership
seems determined to end its
predecessors’ fixation on
maintaining a rapid pace of
growth and to refocus policy on
the quality of growth.
This shift not only elevates
the importance of the proconsumption agenda of the 12th
five-year plan; it also calls into
question the long-standing
proactive tactics of the country’s

fiscal and monetary authorities.
The policy response – or,
more accurately, non-response –
to the current slowdown is an
important validation of this
new approach.
The absence of a new round
of fiscal stimulus indicates that
Beijing is satisfied with a 7.5- 8
per cent GDP growth rate – a far
cry from the earlier addiction to
rates around 10 per cent. But
slower growth can continue to
sustain development only if the
economy’s structure shifts from
external towards internal
demand, from manufacturing
towards services, and from
resource-intensive to resourcelight growth. China’s new
leadership has not just lowered
its growth target; it has upped
the ante on the economy’s
rebalancing imperatives. There
is good reason to believe China’s
new leaders are determined to
wean the economy off its evermounting (and destabilising)
debt – especially in its rapidly
expanding “shadow banking”
system.
Financial markets are having
a hard time coming to grips with
the new policy mindset in the
world’s two largest economies.
At the same time, investors have
raised serious and legitimate
questions about Japan’s
economic-policy regime under
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe,
which unfortunately relies far
more on financial engineering –
quantitative easing and yen
depreciation – than on a new
structural-reform agenda.
Such doubts are
understandable. After all, if four
years of unconventional
monetary easing by the Fed

could not end America’s
balance-sheet recession, why
should anyone believe that the
Bank of Japan’s aggressive asset
purchases will quickly end that
country’s two lost decades of
stagnation and deflation?
As financial markets come to
terms with the normalisation of
monetary policy in the US and
China, while facing up to the
shortcomings of the Bank of
Japan’s copycat efforts, the real
side of the global economy is less
at risk than are asset prices. In
large part, that is because
unconventional monetary
policies were never the miracle
drug they were supposed to be.
They added froth to financial
markets but did next to nothing
to foster vigorous recovery and
redress deep-rooted problems in
the real economy.
Breaking bad habits is hardly
a painless experience for
liquidity-addicted investors. But
better now than later, when
excesses in asset and credit
markets would spawn new and
dangerous distortions on the
real side of the global economy.
That is exactly what pushed the
world to the brink in 2008-2009,
and there is no reason why it
could not happen again.
Stephen S. Roach, a faculty member
at Yale University and former
chairman of Morgan Stanley Asia,
is the author of The Next Asia.
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ne evening in December
2011, as chairman of
Wansui Micro Credit
Company in Guangzhou, I
received a call from the
Guangzhou city government’s
finance office. On the line was a
Mr Liao who sternly reminded
me that, as of that day, we had
exceeded our credit ceiling by
about 15 million yuan (HK$18.23
million at exchange rates then)
and I had three days to bring our
loan portfolio back beneath it.
Even I did not know we had
exceeded the regulatory ceiling. I
started to sweat. How had our
information been leaked to the
regulator? Our panicky finance
manager told me that all
licensed lenders in China had
their operating data linked to the
supercomputers at the
regulatory agency. Even our
travel expense reimbursements
were automatically being
reported to it, in real time.
Barely two months later, as
chief executive of a Hong Kongbased company, I found myself
in Chongqing, explaining to
several central bank officials at
the local branch why we had
remitted 200 million yuan from
Hong Kong to a certain account
at the ICBC Bank in Chongqing.
I have to say that, much as I
dreaded that experience, I was
impressed with the IT
infrastructure and by the close
scrutiny of yet another
regulatory agency.
Eventually, we were forced to
reverse the transaction. We had
done nothing wrong, but the
three different regulators
disagreed on the interpretation
of a particular rule. These two
episodes and other experiences

have convinced me that China’s
capital account controls are
extremely efficient and effective.
Sure, there may be some leaks,
but they are negligible, not to
mention that two-way flows
cancel each other out.
Whenever there is upward
pressure on the yuan,
commentators habitually point
to “hot money inflows” – cash
from investors seeking a shortterm profit. Conversely, they
blame “hot money outflows”.
When the Chinese interbank

It makes sense
for hot money to
creep into China
… but few ask
about the
practicalities
interest rates surged recently,
many claimed it was due to hot
money fleeing China.
The confidence with which
they analysed the situation
reminds me of the ghost stories
my mother told me as a kid – just
so much hot air. I have three
reasons to dismiss such claims.
First, statistics are
guesstimates anywhere, even
more so in China, where the
economy is undergoing a rapid
transformation. Due to careless
reporting, cheating and weak
enforcement of rules, perhaps a
20 per cent rate of error is
commonplace. For a country
with US$3.4 trillion of foreign

reserves, and where total
external trade exceeds US$3
trillion a year, you can
appreciate the magnitude of
statistical errors. Sadly, many
analysts reading tea leaves
attribute these errors to “hot
money flows”.
Second, hot money exists on
at least one precondition: the
flows have to be easy, or costless.
Where money flows are
punishable by law, potential
gains must far outweigh the
costs. But the gains in China’s
case are elusive to say the least.
Hundreds of Chinese
companies raise money in
overseas capital markets each
year. They have all experienced
delays of up to two years in
wiring money into China. Taking
money out is easier, but not
straightforward. On paper, it
makes sense for hot money to
sneak into China to capture
higher interest rates and
currency gains. But few
commentators bother to ask
about the practicalities.
Finally, it is easy to assert that
there are some big players with
huge pools of money to attach to
China, but who are they?
Foreign banks? No, they are
subject to tough regulations. GE
or IBM? They don’t speculate.
Rich tycoons? Their money is
busy doing other things. Hedge
funds? They may contemplate
arbitrage opportunities, but not
on such an “illiquid” situation as
in China. Clearly, commentators
need to get a grip on the facts,
rather than fiction.
Joe Zhang is the author of
Inside China’s Shadow Banking:
The Next Subprime Crisis?

